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Master

Ultimate Camera Power







Ultimate Camera power
Capture every detail

The combination of a 48MP+8MP+2MP triple rear camera setup, ultra wide

angle and depth blur, makes you a professional photographer. 48MP ultra

HD pixels capture the clearest details of your life.

Ultra HD main camera - 6P Large Lens + f/1.79 + AF

48MP

118º wide Angle camera - 5P Large Lens + f/2.2 + AF

8MP

Depth-of-field camera

2MP



Enjoy 16MP Clear Selfie
Make you the focus

The display pictures are simulated images,
which are only used for fuction description purposes.

Y5 features 16MP front camera to achieve detailed photo effect,

blurred background enhances the sharp selfie focus to make you

the centre of attention.





Recognition Your expert photo assistant

Through upgraded AI recognition technology, Y5 is capable of recognizing

10 different scenes faster, and make exclusive optimization of settings

individually, such as appropriate brightness and saturation, to better enhance

images, becoming your expert photo assistant.

The display pictures are

simulated images,

which are only used for function

description purposes.



Enhance the Night
Capture beauty hidden in the dark

The Y5 night mode presents beautiful night scenes in front of you, retaining all

your memories of the night more clearly, and even presenting more vivid details

in low-light environments.

The display pictures are simulated images,

which are only used for function description purposes.



Enhance Your

Appearance
Customise beauty by AI

Bokeh Effect
Selectable background blurring of Y5 front camera delivers

excellent bokeh effect enhancing the impact of your selfies.

Beauty Mode
With professional beauty mode, Y5 enhances your selfies

with healthy complexion and skin beautifying effects to

present perfection in every shot.

The display pictures are simulated images,

which are only used for function description purposes.



Slim Body,

Large Battery

With power-saving system

4050mAh high-density high-capacity

battery, with long endurance and super

power-saving system. No need to worry,

Y5 will always be ready when you need it.



Beyond the Speed
Enhanced AI Performance

Y5 is equipped with the Helio P60 processor from MTK. 

The 12nm process improves the single core CPU performance

by 72%. The P60 uses a combination of triple core ISP and

dual-core APU to form a super camera system that provides

hardware-level implementation and RAW HDR capabilities.

With 4GB RAM and 128GB storage, expandable to 256GB,

Y5 can meet your daily needs.

Helio P60

Snapdragon 660

12nm

14nm

AI Benchmark

5921

3769

4GB
RAM

128GB
STORAGE

(expandable to 256GB)





All in One
NFC is not just a marketing gimmick, but a solid set of multifunctional features.

NFC systems are changing people’s entrenched habits, with the development of new technology and applications.

It is increasingly popular, and is widely used to simplify your daily life, to create an easier lifestyle.

ID Card

Mobile Payment

Card Reader

File Transfer

- tekciT-E

Access Control

Boarding Pass

Transit




